
 

National Assembly for Wales 

Economy, Infrastructure and Skills Committee  

Welcome to our committee update 
This update of the Committee’s recent and future activities is aimed at widening engagement in the 

Committee’s activities and helping you to provide information and expertise to officials and Members. 

It has been produced by the Clerking team which supports the Committee’s work.  

The Committee’s twitter feed @SeneddEIS carries all our latest news, and details of inquiries and 
meetings. 

Work undertaken – spring 2018 

Town centre regeneration: 5 years 

on 

The Committee published its short report (PDF 

170KB) in February and received a response 

(PDF 364KB) from the Minister for Housing and 

Regeneration on 7 March. The Committee will 

periodically revisit this topic. 

 

City Deals and the Regional 

Economies of Wales 
The Committee led a debate on its report – 

(PDF 1MB) in the Senedd Siambr on 24 January. 

 

The video of the session can be seen on 

Senedd.tv, and the transcript is also available. 

In his response (PDF 186KB), the Cabinet 

Secretary accepted or accepted in principle all 

but two of the Committee’s 11 

recommendations. 

 

Transport planning at major 

events 
Following some negative media coverage 

regarding the transport planning around the 

Anthony Joshua fight in Cardiff on 28 October 

2017, the Committee wrote (PDF 232KB) to the 

agencies involved inviting them to respond.  

The Committee received responses from all the 

agencies involved and wrote (PDF 69KB) back 

satisfied that most aspects of transport planning 

for the event had appeared to be effective. 

 

Apprenticeships in Wales 2017 
On 14 February, the Committee published its 

report (PDF 1.4MB) which contained 14 

recommendations and 17 conclusions.  

 

The Welsh Government is due to publish its 

response shortly. 

 

Both the report and the Welsh Government’s 

response will be debated in Plenary on 9 May. 

 

Welsh Government Draft Budget 

2018-19 and the Economic Action 

Plan 
On 17 January, the Committee held a follow-up 

scrutiny session with the Cabinet Secretary for 

Economy and Transport on the draft budget 

2018-19 and also scrutinised his new Economic 

Action Plan. 

 

Due to time constraints during the meeting, the 

Committee then wrote to the Cabinet Secretary 

requesting further information regarding the 

draft budget, and on-going and future work. The 

Committee received a response from the 

Cabinet Secretary on 31 January. 

 

http://www.senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s71935/Report%20PDF%20170KB.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s73930/Welsh%20Government%20response%20PDF%20364KB.pdf
http://www.senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s68161/Report.pdf
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/822f4ae5-644e-41a5-9b70-9cda7a4c2d49?inPoint=03:14:32&outPoint=04:12:44
http://record.assembly.wales/Plenary/4899?lang=en-GB#A40869
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s70167/%20Welsh%20Government%20response.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s69363/EIS5-28-17p2%20Letter%20from%20the%20Chair%20of%20the%20Committee%20to%20relevant%20bodies%20regarding%20transport%20plann.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=20991
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s71271/EIS5-03-18p2%20Correspondence%20from%20the%20Chair%20to%20the%20relevant%20bodies%20regarding%20transport%20planning%20a.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s72280/Report%20PDF%201.4MB.pdf
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=00:00:18&outPoint=01:22:28
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=00:00:18&outPoint=01:22:28
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=00:00:18&outPoint=01:22:28
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74430/Correspondence%20to%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20on%20the%20Welsh%20Government%20Draft%20Budg.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s72133/EIS5-05-18p1%20Correspondence%20from%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20following%20the%20C.pdf


 

New Powers: New Possibilities 
Under the latest Government of Wales Act 

which was be enacted on 1 April 2018, the 

government has new powers over transport.  

 

The Committee held three workshops with 

expert panels to discuss the legislation and what 

issues it might be possible to address. The 

workshops focussed on bus registration, taxi / 

private hire and ports. 

 

The Committee also wrote to stakeholders to 

seek views on devolved powers relating to speed 

limits and received three responses.  

 

Following the workshops, the Committee wrote 

to the Cabinet Secretary for Economy and 

Transport (PDF 742KB) with a summary of the 

key issues raised and sent him a further letter 

(PDF 69KB) in relation to speed limits.  

 

Digitalisation 
On 25 January, the Committee held a formal 

session with Openreach representatives to 

discuss whether they had met their contractual 

requirements under the Superfast Cymru 

programme and to discuss the broader issues 

regarding communication and planning of the 

programme. 

 

Following the session, the Committee wrote to 

Openreach requesting more information and 

received its response on 20 February. 

The Committee wrote again on 19 March asking 

Openreach to further elaborate on their initial 

response. Openreach responded on 22 March.  

 

Prior to the session with Openreach, the 

Committee scrutinised the Leader of the House 

on the Welsh Government’s Digital Action Plan, 

an internal document intended to improve 

digital processes both within the 

Welsh Government and in its external 

interactions. 

The Committee also scrutinised her on the 

Welsh Government’s broadband interventions, 

including Superfast Cymru. 

 

The Committee will re-visit this topic 

periodically. 

 

Enterprise Zones 
The Committee continued its scrutiny of this 

policy area by holding formal evidence sessions 

with the Chairs of the Enterprise Zone boards on 

31 January and 14 February.  

A scrutiny session with the Cabinet Secretary for 

Economy and Transport was also held on 14 

February. 

 

On 8 February, the Committee undertook a visit 

to meet with the Chairs of the Snowdonia and 

Anglesey Enterprise Zone boards and 

representatives of businesses located in these 

zones. 

 

The report is currently in the drafting stage and 

is due to be published in the summer term. 

 

Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013 – 

Post Legislative Scrutiny 
The Committee commenced its post legislative 

scrutiny of the Act by issuing a consultation in 

December 2017 which drew 27 responses.  

 

The Committee also conducted a public survey 

and focus groups to gather further evidence 

ahead of the oral evidence sessions that were 

held in March 2018. The survey achieved 

approximately 2500 responses. 

 

The Committee held oral evidence sessions with 

witness panels representing campaigners, the 

built environment, healthcare professionals, 

disability groups and local government. 

 

http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=01:22:28&outPoint=02:09:53
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=02:09:53&outPoint=02:49:52
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/02c1ab4f-917f-499c-b973-a35fb82553de?inPoint=02:09:53&outPoint=02:49:52
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/845bc6ea-3e5c-47ce-b09f-ec00bf711c37?inPoint=01:47:03&outPoint=02:33:42
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=20802
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74452/Correspondence%20to%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20including%20annexed%20summary%20of%20key%20i.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74452/Correspondence%20to%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20including%20annexed%20summary%20of%20key%20i.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74452/Correspondence%20to%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20including%20annexed%20summary%20of%20key%20i.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74453/Correspondence%20to%20the%20Cabinet%20Secretary%20for%20Economy%20and%20Transport%20on%20speed%20limits%20-%20New%20Powers%20New%20.pdf
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/845bc6ea-3e5c-47ce-b09f-ec00bf711c37?inPoint=02:33:42&outPoint=03:31:20
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/845bc6ea-3e5c-47ce-b09f-ec00bf711c37?inPoint=02:33:42&outPoint=03:31:20
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s72922/EIS5-06-18p9%20Additional%20information%20from%20Openreach%20following%20the%20Committee%20meeting%20on%2025%20January.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74266/EIS5-09-18p5%20Letter%20from%20the%20Chair%20to%20Openreach%20requesting%20further%20information%20-%20dated%2019%20March%20.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s74277/EIS5-09-18p6%20Additional%20information%20from%20Openreach%20in%20response%20to%20the%20Committees%20letter%20dated%201.pdf
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/845bc6ea-3e5c-47ce-b09f-ec00bf711c37?inPoint=00:28:28&outPoint=01:47:03
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/e4372b2b-e229-4584-93cf-8ca382c4d90d?inPoint=00:00:21&outPoint=01:42:31
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/c1dce0dd-f2b2-4e6c-a857-115ffd3d4f37?inPoint=00:42:30&outPoint=01:41:30
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/c1dce0dd-f2b2-4e6c-a857-115ffd3d4f37?inPoint=01:48:00&outPoint=02:45:00
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/c1dce0dd-f2b2-4e6c-a857-115ffd3d4f37?inPoint=01:48:00&outPoint=02:45:00
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgConsultationDisplay.aspx?id=288&RPID=1510417170&cp=yes
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/96b3c9fb-c57b-4813-89cb-531a2b37cda2?inPoint=00:00:37&outPoint=01:26:57
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/96b3c9fb-c57b-4813-89cb-531a2b37cda2?inPoint=01:26:57&outPoint=02:18:02
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/96b3c9fb-c57b-4813-89cb-531a2b37cda2?inPoint=01:26:57&outPoint=02:18:02
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Archive/384bf517-6525-4c7b-87ab-4b40cec420a2?autostart=True
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/2aaf35c8-337c-4fb6-ad39-bd515a2d41ed?inPoint=01:07:12&outPoint=02:05:16
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/68841ea8-00ab-4d95-aba7-81444a257b5b?inPoint=00:47:40&outPoint=02:20:15


 

On 21 March, the Committee held a scrutiny 

session with the Cabinet Secretary for 

Economy and Transport.  

 

The report is currently in the drafting stage and 

is due to be published during the summer term. 

 

 

 

 

 

Committee activity for the 

summer term 2018 

Please note that information regarding dates 

and topics of inquiry is subject to change 

depending on emerging priorities. 

Updated information can be found at: 

http://www.assembly.wales/en/bus-

home/committees/Pages/Committee-

Profile.aspx?cid=446  

Apprenticeship levy - one year on  

In the Committee’s Apprenticeship Levy report 

(PDF 751KB) published in March 2017, it 

recommended reviewing the impact of the levy 

after it had been in place for a year. 

The Committee wrote to the stakeholders who 

gave evidence to last year’s inquiry – and a 

couple of others who had subsequently 

expressed an interest – to find out what the 

impact had been. The Committee received 

several responses and will scrutinise the 

Minister for the Welsh Language and Lifelong 

Learning on 19 April. 

The Committee will write to the Minister shortly 

after the scrutiny session with its conclusions.  

Scrutiny of the Cabinet Secretary for Economy 

and Transport on transport topics 

On 25 April, the Committee will hold a scrutiny 

session with the Cabinet Secretary for Economy 

and Transport on a broad range of transport 

topics. These will include Cardiff Airport, the rail 

franchise, the Severn Bridge tolls, the newly 

devolved transport powers and community 

transport. 

Automation and the Welsh Economy 

In May, the Committee will be embarking on a 

piece of work to explore the challenges and 

opportunities posed by automation.  

http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/68841ea8-00ab-4d95-aba7-81444a257b5b?inPoint=02:20:15&outPoint=03:17:27
http://www.senedd.tv/Meeting/Clip/68841ea8-00ab-4d95-aba7-81444a257b5b?inPoint=02:20:15&outPoint=03:17:27
http://www.assembly.wales/en/bus-home/committees/Pages/Committee-Profile.aspx?cid=446
http://www.assembly.wales/en/bus-home/committees/Pages/Committee-Profile.aspx?cid=446
http://www.assembly.wales/en/bus-home/committees/Pages/Committee-Profile.aspx?cid=446
http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s61444/Report%20PDF%20751KB.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgConsultationDisplay.aspx?id=298&RPID=1510417225&cp=yes
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx?IId=21028


 

A range of experts will be invited to inform a 

discussion looking at these issues and what role 

the Welsh Government might play to ease the 

transition to new possibilities. 

The Committee will be discussing the following 

inter-related pieces of “thought leadership” 

work: 

 Automation and the Welsh Economy 

 White collar jobs 

 The Future of Skills 

 Precision agriculture, and 

 Self-driving vehicles 

The Committee will look to invite a Government 

Minister(s) to a formal session to discuss these 

topics. 

Pre-appointment hearing for the chair of 

National Infrastructure Commission for Wales 

On 17 May, the Committee will hold a pre-

appointment hearing for the proposed new 

Chair. The hearing was a recommendation (R6) 

of the Committee’s report (PDF 576KB) 

published in January 2017. 

The Committee will look to publish its report 

within 48 hours of the hearing as is normal 

practice. 

State of the roads in Wales 

The Committee has commenced its inquiry into 

the State of the roads in Wales by issuing a 

consultation which will close on the 27 April. 

The inquiry will focus on: 

 The condition and approach to maintenance 

of the local road, trunk road and motorway 

network; 

 Delivery of enhancement projects on the local 

road, trunk road and motorway network; and 

 How far the approaches taken to highway 

maintenance and improvement are 

sustainable. 

In June, the Committee will take oral evidence 

from a broad range of stakeholders including 

academics, road users, environmental NGOs, 

local government, civil engineering bodies and 

business representatives.  

Following the evidence gathering, the 

Committee will hold a scrutiny session with the 

Cabinet Secretary for Economy and Transport. 

Scrutiny of the Chief Scientific Adviser for 

Wales  

The Committee intends to hold a scrutiny 

session with Professor Peter Halligan, the newly 

appointed Chief Scientific Adviser for Wales. 

In-year financial scrutiny 

As part of the Committee’s regular financial 

scrutiny process, a session with the Cabinet 

Secretary for Economy and Infrastructure will be 

scheduled in the summer term. 

End of year stakeholder event 

An end of year stakeholder event to reflect on 

the work undertaken by the Committee and to 

consider ideas for the following year will be held 

in July. 

http://www.assembly.wales/laid%20documents/cr-ld10901/cr-ld10901-e.pdf
http://senedd.assembly.wales/mgConsultationDisplay.aspx?id=297&RPID=1510417233&cp=yes


 

Remit 

The Committee was established on 28 June 2016 

to examine legislation and hold the Welsh 

Government to account by scrutinising 

expenditure, administration and policy matters, 

encompassing (but not restricted to): economic 

development; transport; infrastructure; 

employment; skills; and research and 

development, including technology and science. 

Contact details 

You can email the Committee Clerking Team: 

SeneddEIS@Assembly.Wales  

Phone us: 0300 200 6565  

Follow us on Twitter: @SeneddEIS 

Website: www.assembly.wales/SeneddEIS  

Committee Members 
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